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This product has passed the following certifications:
SGS
CE
FCC
ROHS
Precautions:
1. Avoid using in high temperature areas and wet environments.
2. Do not tile or place drywall over the diffuser
3. Keep air circulating when used in HVAC
4. Set working time and intesity levels at a reasonable level
5. Please clean and maintain the system regularly

Notes
1. Oil Works & Co. is the only authorized repair company in USA.
2. Do not modify the power supply what so ever
3. Please keep out of reach of children and pets
4. User a power surge protector when applicable
5. Turn off machine prior to cleaning bottle and inner parts
6. Prohibit the use of dangerous or poisonous liquids
7. Do not lay diffuser flat on its back
8. Do not throw away the black filter at bottom of feeder tube

Accessories
1. Commerical essential oil diffuser
2. Bottle for oils to be put into
3. A 110v power adapter
4. Bottle cap and seal for bottle
5. In some cases a lock key to secure diffuser bottle and LCD display
6. Clear vinyl tubing
7. HVAC connector to clear vinyl tubing

Installation notes
1. Dont install and run in high heat areas
2. If mounting vertically, ensure anchors can support 45lbs
3. If connecting to HVAC, ensure tube is straight

1. Setting the time you want diffuser to operate
Working period Fan is on

Day of Week

Military Time

Military Time

intensity level

09 00
00

2
3

Military Time

STEPS
3

2

1

Press to
turn on &
engage display

Press to
find the day
you want to set.

6

5

4

Press to find the
time you need
Once you decide a time,
move to the next step

Press again on the day
you want set and the
cursor will flash on the number
after F , this is the 1st start time you
want the diffuser to turn on. You have a
total of 3 working periods per day.

Press to
move
the end time

Repeat step 4 to select your time

After the 1st working
period, press into first
work period concentration (W and P) setting, setting method as the same as
Back to
start

to increase
intensity

Repeat steps above to set working periods 2 and 3 for the day. If you only have 1 on and 1 off time, then
please press ENT to confirm, if you would like to set 2 & 3 press

To Confirm

To set 2 & 3 Working period

Back to last setting

Notice: You can set the working period up to 3 times per day. If you want the same
settings for each day of week, set Monday first and the rest will follow. If you need to
adjust each day, repeat step 2 to find your day to set your specific on and off periods

2. Set the local time in military time
Press
and
at the same time, the time cursor will flash. Press
increase the hour, press
to move the cursor to set the minutes.

to

3. Real-time intensity level setting
Press

while diffuser is working to set the intensity level in real-time.

4. Turn on /off
Hold the

button for 5 seconds to turn on / off.

5. Turning fan on /off
Hold the

button for 5 seconds to turn on/ off.

6. Notice:
(1) When you hold the
button, the fan and ionizer will be turned on
or off at the same time.
(2) There are 9 concentration levels that work in the following manner:

level 1 ( On/Off=10s/300s )
level 3 ( On/Off=100s/300s )
level 5 ( On/Off=90s/120s )
level 7 ( On/Off=150s/60s )
level 9 ( On/Off=300s/10s )

level 2 ( On/Off=30s/300s )
level 4 ( On/Off=60s/120s )
level 6 ( On/Off=150s/120s )
level 8 ( On/Off=300s/60s )

(1). Set the intensity level in real-time when the diffuser is opertaing by pressing
This will temporarily set the level of scent with the thresholds above. In addtion to setting
it in real-time you can pre program the intensity level for up to 3 times a day at 7 days a
week
(2). When setting Monday’s time, this will transfer to the rest of the days of week. You can
change each subsequent days by repeating the steps in setting up the time you want the
diffuser to operate.

The following is normal
Oil will build up in tube connecting to HVAC. To fix this, make sure clear vinyl tube is traight and clean
Some noie may occure from the outter house. To fix this , place small pieces of cardboard in area.

Maintenance
1. Clean outer housing free from oil residue
2. When switching oils , clean feeder tube from diffuser nozzel with soapy water
3. Turn off power when removing oil bottle
4. Keep the feeder tube and nozzel clean at all times

Sample Integration Guide
Insulation after coil in air return

Air Return Back To Interior

Diffuser placement 110v plug
Out to air vents to room

Warranty & Returns
1. 1 year limited warranty - covers intenral failures outside of normal wear
2. Free shipping on warranty claims
3. Global support for integration and maintenance
4. Return policy is listed on oilworks.co

Parts In Bag

